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PREFACE 

Antonio Soler was one of the most luminous and 

vital Spanish composers of the eighteenth century. He 

cultivated every field of music except opera, and what

ever he touched proved fruitful in his hands. Although 

best-known for his keyboard sonatas, Soler's list of 

compositions includes incidental music for plays, quin

tets, choral works, and concertos for two organs. 

The study is presented in three chapters. The 

first chapter includes a general discussion of ei ht

eenth-century Spain, Soler's life and works, and the 

keyboard sonata compositions by Soler and his contempo

raries. The second chapter deals with the structural 

features of forty selected sonatas by Soler; the third, 

with the stylistic features of these works. 

The forty selected keyboard sonatas by Soler were 

considered as a group of works to determine in what ,1ays 

each individual sonata resembled the others. For this 

reason, the description of general features of the 

structure and the style of the sonatas by Soler, usually 

appearing in a chapter entitled Summary, is actually 

presented at the beginning of Chapter II and throughout 

Chapter III. 

Until the past two decades apparently little 

attention has been given to ~esearch in Spanish music 
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dating before the present century. Sources dealing 

with the general topic are scarce and incomplete. Since 

information about Spanish music is not readily available, 

most sources only mention Soler in passing or write about 

him and his works briefly. A need for bringing the peri-• 

od of eighteenth-century Spanish music into clearer .focus 

is clearly indicated. 

I wish to express my sincere appreciation to 

Dr. Marysue Barnes for her individual guidance in the 

preparation of this thesis as well as the other members 

of my committee, Dr. Richard Bentley and Dr. J,Wilgus 

Eberly. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Eighteenth-Century Spain 

At the turn of the eighteenth century, Spain was 

at war. The country no longer held the position of power 

attained during the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella, a 

period when the arts began to flourish. 1 Spain had suffered 

from a series of incapable rulers and from conflicts of 

. k" d 2 various ins. Such events as led to Spain's decline need 

to be briefly viewed in retrospect to bring eighteenth

century Spain into clear £ocus. 

In 1469 Ferdinand who was heir to the throne of 

Aragon married Isabella who was heiress to the throne of 

Castile.3 When they both eventually inherited their thrones, 

they ruled their territories jointly from 1474 to i504 (see 

Table 1). For the first time they succeeded in uniting a 

greater number of Spanish people under one rule than had 

1R. Trevor Davies, S~ain in Decline: 1621-1700 
(London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd., 1961), p. 25. 

2Ibid., p. 23. 

3william H. Prescott, History of the Reign of 
Ferdinand and Isabella (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippencott Co., 
1872), p. 207. 

1 
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TABLE 1 

SPANISH MONARCHS (1474-1788) 

(1474-1504) Ferdinand (Aragon) - married - Isabella {Castile) 

(Juana la loca) 

(1517-1556) Charles V 
(I of Spain) 

(1556-1598) Philip II_ 

(1598-1621) Philip III 

(1621-1665) Philip IV 

(1665-1700) Charles II 

- married - Philip the Fair 
(Hapsburg) 

Regent (1504-1506) 

- married - Isabel (Portugal) 
Maria (Portugal) 
Mary Tudor (England) 
Isabel (Valois) 

- married - Ana of Austria 

- married - Margaret of Austria 

- married - ~iariana of Austria 

No Heirs 

contenders 

Philip
1 

Duke of Anjou 
\Bourbon) 

Archduke Charles of Austria 
(Hapsburg) 

(1700-1746) 

(Jan-Aug 
1724) 

(1746-1759) 

(1760-1788) 

War of the 
Spanish Succession 

(1702-1711) . · 

Ph~lip V - married 

Louis I 

Ferdinand VI - married 

- Isabel de Farnese 
Luisa Gabriela de 

Saboy 

- Barbara of Braganza 
(Portugal) 

Charles III - married - Maria Amalia de 
· Sajonia (Polish) 
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previously occurred in the history of Spain. 

Ferdinand and Isabella provided a climate suitable 

for the growth and development of Spain even though their 

reign was marred by such conf'licts as the expulsion of the 

Moors and the Jews -from Spain as well as the establishment 

of the Court of the Inquisition. They were ambitious ru

lers whose plans for making Spain a world power led them to 

support explorers such as Colmnbus and to stimulate trade 

with other countries. Active trading with other countries, 

in turn, promoted the interchange of ideas. The interest in 

humanism, starting the Reniassance in Italy, spread to all 

Europe including Spain. 2 

Although the Renaissance in Spain, El Siglo de Oro, 

did not· flourish under the leadership of Ferdinand and 

Isabella, they undoubtedly prepared the way for its even

tuality. For instance, the University of Salamanca, orig

inating in the thirteenth century, grew in size and improved 

its reputation. Although conservative and scholastic in its 

tendencies, the intellectual climate there was by no means 

u.nrecptive to new ideas. Dissection of the human body, usu

ally forbidden as impious in most European medical schools, 

was allowed in the University of Salamanca. Providing high

er education for women was another most unusual innovation. 

1Roger Bigelow Merriman, The Rise of the Spanish 
Empire in the Old World and in the New (New York: Macmillan 
Co. , 19I8} , II-;-137-97. 

2aloria Giner de los Rios and Laura de los Rios, 
Introducci6n a la Civilizacion espanola (New York: Las 
Americas Publishing Co., 1959}, p. 133. 
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Both men and women were admitted to universities. Other 

universities founded were at Saragosa (1474), /.vila (1482), 

Barcelona (1491), and Valencia (1500).1 

After the death of Ferdinand in 1517, his grandson, 

an Austrian prince named Charles of Ghent was crowned Charles . 

I of Spain. He was a son of Juana la loca and Philip the 

Fair. Charles I became a very important figure throughout 

Europe: he was elected Holy Roman Emporer succeeding his 

paternal grandfather Maximillian and was then called Charles 

v. 2 During his reign, Spain reached its epogee as a world 

power. At the same time the Siglo de Oro flourished. 

Conquistadores claimed new territories for Spain; trade 

increased; the University of Alcali was founded upon a 

humanist program; and, the arts produced three outstanding 

figures, namely: the painter called El Greco (1541-1614); 

and two significant writers, Lope de Vega (1562-1636), and 

Miguel de Cervantes (£g_. -1541-1614). 

When Charles V abdicated in favor of his son who 

was cro~med Philip II of Spain, the Siglo de Oro began its 

decline. The country never again reached the heights at

tained before the reign of Philip II. A number of rulers 

followed Philip II, namely; Philip III (1598-1621), Philip 

IV (1621-1665), and Charles II (1665-1700). Each contributed 

to reducing Spain to the state in which it existed at the 

1R. Trevor Davies, The Golden Century of 2E._ain 
(London: Macmillan and Co. Ltd7;-~ ) , p. 25. 

2Rios, pp. 136-37. 
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beginning of the eighteenth century.1 Spain was constantly 

at war; the country was crippled financially and economi-

cally. 

Some artists continued to be productive despite the 

state of the country. Deigo / Rodriguez de Silva y· Veltzquez · 

(1599-1660) produced some of the greatest paintings Europe 

has ever known. Other great painters then active include 

Bartolome Esteban Murillo (1618-1682) and Francisco de 

zili:'baran (1598-1662). 2 Noted Spanish dramatists writing be

fore the eighteenth century include the following: Lope de 

Vega (1562-1639), Tirso de Molina (15$4-1648), and Calder6n 

de la Barca (1600-1681).3 

Charles II of Spain died in 1700 and left no heir 

for the Spanish throne. Philip of Anjou, a Bourbon and a 

grandson of both Louis XIV of France and Philip IV of Spain, 

seemed the likely successor and was cro~med Philip V of 

Spain. Austria, led by Archduke Charles, also wanted con

trol of the Spanish throne and vied with Spain for control 

of the monarchy. War seemed inevitable between the Bourbon 

and Hapsburg Houses. Philip V was .the grandson of Louis XIV 

of France. For this reason Austria, England, and Holland 

feared that Spain and France might be united and upset the 

balance of power in Europe. These three countries fonned 

an alliance and declared war on Spain and France .starting 

1navies, Spain in Decline, pp. 1-2. 
2Ibid., pp. 81-84. 

3navies, The Golden Century of Spain, pp. 283-88. 
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the conflict called the War of the Spanish Succession. In 

1711 the brother of Archduke Charles died. Charles became 

heir to the German throne. He left Spain to claim the German 

throne and lost many of his followers. The War o:f the Spanish 

Succession ended in the Treaties of Utrecht and Rasta:ff 

(1714). Although Ph~lip V kept the Spanish throne, Spain 

lost some of its European and American possessions. A sig

nificant stipulation in the Treaties was that Philip V and 

his successors renounce any claims to the French throne. 

The Bourbons of France and the Bourbons of Spain were to be 
.. l 

considered two separate dynasties. 

At the beginning of his reign Philip V (1700-1746} 

proved to be a good ruler and a valiant soldier. He first 

married Luisa Gabriela of Saboy. Philip and Luisa had two 

sons who eventually becan1e the Spanish kings, Louis I and 

Ferdinand VI. Later Philip married an extremely ambitious 

woman, Isabella Farnese. She was ready to start war at any 

price to put her two sons, Charles and Philip, on thrones. 

Charles later became Charles III of Spain; and Philip, the 

Duke of Parma. 2 

Philip V suffered from melancholia. He would se

clude himself from the world in his sumptuous palace, San 

Ildefonso de la Granja, which he built in 1721 to resemble 

1Rafae)- Altamira y Crevea, Historia de Es!alla z de 
la Civilizacion es~anola (4 vols; 3rd. ed.; Barce ona~ -
Herederos de Juan Gili, 1914), pp. 6-22. 

2Rhea ~iarsh Smith, Spain (Ann Arbor: University of 
Michigan Press, 1965), p. 2-o;:--
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the palace at Versailles where he had lived as a child. 

In 1724 Philip, wanting ·to be relieved of the burdens of 

government, abdicated in favor of his son, Louis. In re-· 

ality, however, Philip continued to rule the country. 

The sixteen-year old Louis, who was in bad health, sub

missively obeyed his father's orders. Louis' short reign 

lasted only until August, 1724. He died, leaving his 

father as king. 

Philip V was so emotionally unstable that he was 

really unable to function as a great monarch. He also was 

influenced so tremendously by his French heritage that he 

probably never was the least interested in trying to de-

velop the Spanish culture. 1 

Philip V never forgot that he was a grandson of Louis 
XIV nor did his influencial Italian queen, Elizabeth 
Farnese, suppress the memories of her homeland. The 
king's neglect of national culture, together with the 
repeated partition of the riches of the once mighty 
imperium, definitely ended the significance of Spain, 
both political and cultural. Under Philip began a 
systematic reduction of national art, a ~recess faith
fully continued by the Spanish Bourbons.~ 

Following Philip's death in 1746 his second son, 

Ferdinand VI, was crowned king of S:p1in. Ferdinand VI was 

most noted for his practice of neutrality which finally re

sulted in temporary peace for Spain. In 1756, however, 

Spain became engaged in the Seven Years' War. 

1smith, p. 241. 

2Paul Henry La~g, Music in Western Civilization 
(New York: W. W. Norton &. Co. Inc·. -;7:'9m, p. 675. 
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In 1756 Ferdinand's wife Barbara of Braganza died. 

Having no heir, Ferdinand was urged to remarry, . but his 

health was rapidly deteriorating. He, like his father, 

suffered from depressions so intense he even showed signs 

of ·insanity.- He died a year after his wife, and was suc

ceeded by his brother Charles III.1 

Charles III ruled Spain from 1760 to 1788. He was 

a sincere reformer who chose loyal men of ability for his 

ministers. Schools, universities, hospitals, museums, ar

chives, and banks were either established or developed dur

ing his reign. It seemed that Spain was suddenly taking 

strides to accomplish what other countries had already 

done. Charles III was genuinely committed to being a good 

ruler of Spain. He was interested in the Spanish people, 
2 and did all in his power to help his people and his country. 

The Bourbon monarchs ruling Spain during the eight

eenth century allowed the Spanish nobles to retain their 

titles but stripped them of the power they had acquired dur

ing the rule of Charles II. Previously some of these Spanish 

nobles had used the power of their positions for their own 

selfish goals. · When Philip V became king, he delegated the 

_ positions of authority to his favorites ,mo were mostly 

French or Italians. The Spanish nobles were subordinated to 

1smith, p. 247. 
2E. Allison Peers, A Com£anion to Spanis~ Studies 

(5th ed; London: Methuen & Co., td., 1963 J, p. 73. 
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serve the crown. Some who had fought on the Austrian side 

during the war of the Spanish Succession were even sup

pressed and persecuted. 

The members of the clergy played an important role 

in society and Spanish life. _ Although the BourlJo!l rulers 

tried to minimize the importance of the clergy, the Catholic 

Church was wealthy and powerful. Many of the prelates came 

from the upper-middle class. They formed a part of-the mi

norj_ty bent on refonn. Many priests who were accused of 

'fighting for the Austrians were repressed and persecuted. 

The monastic orders dedicated to the ministry of confes

sion, to preaching, and to learning enjoyed a great popu

larity; in contrast, the mendicant orders su.ffered religious 

and intellectual ruin. 

The Spanish middle class, made up of men of industry 

and commerce, came into being during the eighteenth century. 

Having attained middle-class status, many of these men wanted 

to gain even more recognition and tried to becooe nobles. 

According to Juan Regla and Santiago Alcolea, the members 

of the middle class thought of themselves in relation to 

other levels of Spanish society as followi: 

The church represented a great force in their lives; 
the aristocracy, although disorganized, an idea that 
burned in their minds as a way of rising above their 
middle-class status; and, themselves, a great mass 
of humanity from which an individual could only at
tain the position of military or civil officer.l 

1Juan Regla and Santiago Alcolea, El Si1lo XVIII 
(Barcelona: Editorial seix Barral, S. A. , --r9 57 , p. 39. 
"La Iglesia, con sus vinculos jerarquiocos, representaba 
una fuerza; la nobleza, desorganiz.ada , era por lo r,enos 
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The largest portion of the population in Spain 

consisted of the laborer. Chances for advancement for 

such people were few. The agricultural situation in 

Spain was in bad condition; even being a successful farm

er was difficult. These people represented the static 

element of the population who respected the past and re

sisted reform. 1 

Under the reign of the Bourbon kings, Spanish 

styles and culture were dominated by both Fr-ench and 

Italian influences. 2 As already mentioned, the French 

influence was induced by Philip V. The two Italian wives 

of Philip V, Luisa Gabriela de Savoy and Isabel de Farnese, 

imported their countrymen who brought with them the 

Italian influence. In the higher classes of society 

Spanish traditions were abandoned; European customs flour

ished. Members of the aristocracy such as the Count of 

Aranda and the Duke of Alba were greatly influenced by 

European cultural movements and looked to Europe for 

progressive ideas. 3 

Italian musicians swarmed into Spain, captured the 
lyric theatre by assault, and comfortably installed 

una idea; el tercer estado, salvo las organizaci6nes 
grerniales, de alcance purar:1 ent.e local, era una gran masa 
amorfa, de la que solo emergia la alta burocracia militar 
y civil, los llamados, respectivamente, 'corbatas' y 
'garnachas' ." 

1Ibid., pp 34-40. 
2Jos' Guidol, The Arts of Spain (New York: 

Harcourt, Brace, & Co.-;-I935T;- p°:- 292. 
3 Regla, p. 43. 
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themselves in the seats of the mighty. The Italian 
wife of Philip V infested the Spanish royal court 
with Italian favorites and Italian music held the 
place of honor.l 

The native composers had to contend with the Italian 

musicians who occupied the important posts in Spain and per

formed their own works. Among the well-known Italian musi

cians moving to Spain was Luigi Bocherini, an Italian violon

cellist and composer. He found a Spanish patron in the king's 

brother and settled in 1-w.drid following a brief period as 

court composer to the King of Prussia. Another noteworthy 

Italian, Domenico Scarlatti, served as Music Master to 

Portugal's Princess Maria Barbara. When she married the heir 

to the Spanish throne, Ferdinand VI, Scarlatti came to Spain 

and retained his p·osition as i1Iusic Master to the Princess • 

. The national art as well as the musical style of 

Spain was dealt the deathblow with the appearance of Farinelli, 

the world-renowned castrato singer, whose skill roused King 

Philip V from .his states of depression. Philip's admiration 

for Farinelli was so great that he allowed the castrato to 

control most of the positions at the Spanish court. Farinelli 

naturally filled them with Italians. 

Although Italian music was fa·vored at court, the 

national style was more popular with the masses, appearing 

especially in the dramas of the Spanish sbhool as seen in 

the plays of Ramon de la Cruz. The national art retired 

into a small circle. To the outsider, music in Spain con-

1Lang, p. 675 
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sisted of the history of Italian music in Spain. 1 

Eighteenth-century Spanish music has been practically 

unknown to the world. Manusc:ripts and prints have pre

viously been safely preserved in public archives, private 

libraries, and in collections held by churches and monas

taries. The music is significant, however, for revealing 

what was composed during a period of transition in which 

both conservative and revolutionary ideas prevailed.· 2 

The eig0teenth-century zarzuela, a type of Spanish 

opera that has spoken dialogue intermingled with the music, 

broke with the classical past of strict form and paved the 

way to the more liberal national style of the nineteenth cen

tury. Although the zarzuela can be termed comic opera, its 

subjects are not restricted to those typical of comic librettos. 

National dances and folk tunes were exploited in such other 

typically Spa~ish forms as the following: the tonadilla, a 

short Spanish comic opera-; the entremes, the Spanish variety 

of the operatic intennezzo; and, closing pieces, short musical 

presentations following a larger operatic production. 3 

I In the field of zarzuelas Jose de Nebra, the "Lope de 

Vega" of Spanish music, and Antonio Rodriguez de Hita, were 
/ 

the most noted. Rodriguez de Hita was the first composer to 

transform successfully the folk element into a work of art. 

1Ibid., p. 67 5. 

2Mary Neal Hamilton, 1-Tusic in Eighteenth Century Spain 
(Urbana: University of Illinois, 19;7/,p. ll-.-

3chase, p. 122-33. 
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1 Antonio Rosales and Antonio Palamino also wrote zarzuelas. 

Most composers of sacred music in Spain were writ

ing in a polyphonic style founded upon the musical tra

ditions of earlier composers, namely: Morales, predecessor 

of Palestrina in Rome; Tomis de Victoria, Palestrina's 

contemporary; Guerrero, successor of Morales at Sevilla; 

and Cabez6n, the great organist called the ."Spanish Bachn. 

The Royal Chapel in Madrid was under Italian control un

til it was reorganized and Josi de Nebra was appointed 

Cha.pel Master. Religious music during the eighteenth cen

tury is best represented by the works of Pedro Rabassa, 

Antonio Ripa, Antonio Soler, and Josi de Nebra. 2 

In the field of chamber music Manuel Canales 

(1750-17$4) is credited with having written the first 

string quartets to be published in Spain. Jose Herrando, 

a pupil of Corelli, wrote one of the earliest violin meth

ods to come out of Spain,3 namely: Artez puntual 

;Explicaci6n del Modo de tocar el Viol{n £2!!. Perfecci/n 

y_ Facilidad.4 . 

Although a fair amount of instrumental music was 

cornposed,its quality was mediocre. Noted Spanish com

posers of keyboard music were Mateo Albeniz, · Mateo Ferrer, 

1Ibid. , p. 127. 

2Hamilton, p. 19$. 

3chase, p. 119. 

1 
4A~te y_ puntual 

Violin co~rfeccion z ____ _ p-. 255. 
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/ / Rafael Angles, Vicente Rodriguez, Narciso Casanovas, 

/ . 

Felipe Rodriguez, Jose Gales, and Manuel Blasco Nebra. 

Eighteenth-century poetry was classical in style, 

although. some poets did display a sentimentality antic

ipating romanticism. Fray Diego Tadeo Gonzflez is recog

nized as the founder of the eighteenth-century group of 

poets known as the School of Salamanca. The poetry, al

though graceful in style and generally written in a strict 

form, conveyed few real emotions.
1 

Other poets who wrote 

representative works in the eighteenth century include 
/ / . 

Jose Cadalso (1742-1817}, Manuel Jose Quintana, Gaspar 

Melchor de Jovellanos (1744-1811), and Juan Melendez 

Vald{s (1754-1828). 2 

Two great playwrights, Leandro Fernandez de 
/ / 

Moratin (1760-1828) and Ramon de la Cruz (1731-1794) suc-

ceeded in depicting the mores of Spanish life in the 

eighteenth century. Both satirized life in all classes.3 

The novel was not a popular form in the eight-

eenth century in Spain. / The works of two writers, Jose 

Francisco de Isla (1703-1781) and Diego de Torres 

Villarroel, serve to illustrate the styie of the day.4 

1Gerald Brenan, Literature of the SEanish People 
(Cambtj.dge: University Press, 19651, pp. XXVII-XXX. 

~- B. Adams and John E. Keller, A Brief Survey of 
Spanish Literature (New Jersey: Littlefield, Adams and Co., 
1963), p. 115. 

Jibid., p. 118. 

4rb id • , p • 119 • 
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Spanish painting, sculpture, and architecture re

lied chiefly on Italian- works for models. Grandiose pal

aces, gardens, and pleasure houses were built, namely: · 

El Prado, La Granja, Riofrio, Aranjuez and the Palacio 

Real in Madrid -- are all still standing today •1 

Francisco Josi de Goya y Luciente (1746-1828) was 

the outstanding Spanish painter of the eighteenth century. 

A master of both religious and genre painting, he also 

painted portraits. Other painters were Goya's brother

in-law, Francisco Bayeu (1734-1797), and Palomino (1653-

1726). The latter also wrote biographies of the Spanish 

pai.nters ·• 2 

The level of Spanish culture during the eighteenth 

or nineteenth_ century never reached the heights attained 

during the Siglo de Oro. Although the era of the Bourbon 

reign in the eighteenth century is generally considered 

an era of decline, the general cultural development was 

somewhat raised. The change of ruling monarchs· at the 

beginning of the eighteenth centu.ryr, the incapability of 

the ruling monarchs, constant conflicts of war, resist

ance to reform, and supression of the national arts kept 

Spain from raising her cultural level higher than she did. 

It is not lack of culture that makes these 70 years 
unfruitful, but an exhaustion perfectly natural in 
the circumstances, which the most abundant culture 

1Guidol, p. 282. 

2Ibid., p. 287. 
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ld t . d. 1 l cou no overcome imme~iate y. 

Despite all obstacle~ the general cultural de

velopment was inevitably improved by the foundation of 

various institutions and professional societies such 

as the following: The National ~ibrary (1711); the 

Royal Spanish Academy (17llr); the Academy of History 

(173$); and the Academy of Fine Arts (1752). Another 

noteworthy achievement, the production of the Diccionario 

de la Academia Esuanol~, led to the rise of periodical 
.. 

literature and the publication of important bibliograph-

ical vol tunes such as Nicolas Antonio's Bibliotheca 

ir· 2 :..:...ispana. 

The Life and 1·!orks o~. iul_tonio Sol~ 

Antonio Soler was born in the Province of Gerena 

at Olot on December 3, 1729. Having shown unusual musical 

talent by the age of $ix, he· was sent to the Escalona 

Monastery at Ifontserrat to study harmony, counterpoint, 

composition,_ and organ with Jose Elias. 3 1~·Jhen a young 

man, Soler joined the Order of Saint Jeronimo, and was 

sent to the provincial city of Lerida where he became 

Chap el I.fa st er at the Cathedral • lr \'Tni 1 e preparing to 

1 . 
Adams and Keller, p. 116. 

2 / 
Peers, pp. 155-50. 

3 • 1.. •• • -'- • n 7 •• n • .,. ,, • • • Santiaso :.astner, ··~1.nL,oruo .-:)0_,_er·· LJle 1cus1~: 1.n 
Geschichte und Geo-enwart, ( 12 vols. ~ Bas eJ.: --- -3.'.?irenrei t er, 
19-o5, XXII, -01-32. -

4Hamilton, p. 231. 
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•take his final vows, Soler was appointed organist and 

choirmaster at the Escurial Monastery. In 1753, when 

ordained a priest, he was promoted to the position of 

Chapel Master at the Church of the Escurial.1 Here he 

remained until he died on December 20, 1783. 

Originally planned by Philip II as a reparation 

for a church destroyed in battle and also as a place for 

his retir~ment, the Escurial Monastery of San Lorenzo 

del Escorial was built between 1563 and 1584. When com

pleted it comprised a number of buildings including sev

eral churches, quarters for the royal family, a library, 

a convent, a royal pantheon, and the Universidad de 

'I\,,. ·" C • • 2 i-!aria ristina. It was customary for the royal family 

to visit the Escurial annually. While there, they and 

their guests not only attended religious services but 

also carried on the usual activities of ·court life. The 

presentation of music and drama was a significant part 

of the program of the monastery.> Those present at the 

Escurial had opportunities to become acquainted with music 

and drama and were able to take part in the activities 

as well. Plays, for which Soler -wrote music, were pre-

1william S. Newman, The Sonata in the Classic Era 
( Chapel Hill: University of7forth Carol1na-;-1963), p. --Z,9. 

2Ertciclopedia Universal Ilustrada (70 1 - VO S.; 
Barcelona: Hijos de J. Espasa, Edi tores, n. d. ) J XX, 867. 

3chase, p. 114-15. 
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sented as part of the cultural and educational program. 

The Memorias Sepulcrales of the Escurial men

tions that Soler's love of music was so great that he 

spent many hours locked in his room studying and com

posing.1 In addition to his own pursuit of the know

ledge of music, he had the opportunity to study organ 

with Josfi de Nebra (ca. 1688-1768) and harpsichord with 

Domenico Scarlatti {1685-1757). Soler met Nebra when he 

came to the Escurial with the royal family on one of its 

annual visits. Under the patronage of Queen Barbara, 

wife of Ferdinand VI, Nebra held the positions of as

sistant musical director and second organist.
2 

Domenico 

Scarlatti was Music Master to Portugal's Princess Maria 

Barbara. When she married the heir to the Spanish throne, 

Ferdinand VI, Scarlatti traveled to Spain retaining his 

position as Music !:!aster to the Princess. It was between 

Soler's arrival at the Escurial in 1753 and Scarlatti's 

death in 1757 that Soler must have studied with the 

Neapolitan master. 3 Infonnation supporting the evidence 

that Soler studied with Scarlatti is given by Ralph 

Kirkpatrick citing a manuscript of Soler which bears the 

following inscription written by Lord Fitzwilliam: 

l S 1b. H. . . d 1 1ir / • rJ 1 J9se u ira, istoria e ~ •1us1ca espano a e 
Hi.spano-America_ (Barcelona: Sal.vat Edi tores ,s. A., 1953), 
p. 469. 

2 
Chase, p. 228. 

Jibid., p. 115. 
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"The originals of these harpsichord lessons were 
given to me by Father Soler, at the Escurial, the 
14th February, 1772. Fitzm. Father Soler had been 
instructed by Scarlatti." Nowhere in the Llave de 
la Modulacion does Soler refer to Scarlatti as 
having been his teacher. However Joseph Nebra, in 
his prefatory approbation to the Llave,

1
mentions 

having been Soler's teacher for a time. 

In 1762 Soler's treatise entitled Llave de 

Modulaci6n y Antiguedades de la MJ;ica was published in 

Madrid. 2 The treatise, as the title implies, deals with 

'the art of modulation and the older practices of music· 

such as canones enigmaticos and directions for decipher

ing musical puzzles. According to Kirkpatrick, the work 

is considered "a curious combination of conservatism, 

polemic, and innovation.n3 The essence of the portion 

of Soler's work on modulation is best explained by 

Kirkpatrick as follows: 

Like many writers on music, Soler is a paragon of 
unintelligibility. His remarks quoted out of con
text make no sense whatever: They nave to be para
phrased. He speaks of two essentials to what he 
calls suave modulation: P~eparation (Conocimiento), 
by which he means establishing the desired tonality 
by means of its fifth, or dominant; and Interruption 
(Suspension), proper only to what he calls slow mod
ulation, in other words structural modulation, by 
which he means a pa~se separating a j};111p from one 
key to ano~her without a common tone. · 

.Since Soler's treatise sheds light upon his application 

of his rules for modulation, they are briefly summarized 

1Kirkpatrick, p. 124. 

2Hamilton, p. 232. 

3Kirkpatrick, p.· 243. 

4Ibid. , p. 244 • . 
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as follows: {l)_ linking by common tone or suspension: 

use of note that fonns a consonance with tonic of both 

keys; (2) use of dominant to establish a key; reach 

fifth of desired tonality; (3) enharmonic modulation; 

change of notation from sharps to flats and vice-versa; 

and, (4) binding by nonsimultaneous movement of voices; 

voices moving alternately.1 

The method of tuning instruments, or the temper

ament of .instruments, has always been a matter of interest 

to theorists. During the course of his own studies Soler 

undoubtedly became fa~cinated with the problem of tuning. 

He apparently conducted his own experiments since he 

invented a small afinador or templante in 1733. The 

instrument is described as a small square instrument 

similar to a clavichord.
2 

He .was apparently trying to 

prove that a modulation could be effected to any key re

gardless of how distant the relationship. Antonio Rotl 

del Rio, treatise writer and Chapel Master of the 

Mondonedo Church, criticized Soler's comments about 

modulation saying that his system was not workable on 

the organ.3 Such criticism probably resulted from the 

various methods of tuning current in the period. 

1Ibid., p. 245 
2subira, p. 469. 

3Ibid., p. 588. 
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During the eighteenth-century, musicians were 

intrigued with the sophisticated game of solving musical 

puzzles. 

The musical puzzles often involved intricate rules 
of theory and counterpoint, and very learned priests 
and chapel masters in Spain ex1rcised their pedantry 
and ingenuity in solving them. 

The part of Soler's treatise dealing with this aspect of 

music created a great deal of controversy. From 1762 to 

1776 eight pamphlets attacking or defending Soler's state-
. 2 

ments were published. 

Rio also commented on Soler's solutions for the 

puzzles by writing Reparos m£sicos precises ~ la Llave 

de la Modulaci6n ••• Madrid, 1764. After manifesting that 

he was not one of the idle and that he was a man of musical 

experience, he listed six points and asked that Soler re

tract various of his statements directed at some of his 

compatriots who deserved better treatment. In response 

to the Reparos ••• Soler wrote Satisfaccion ~ los reparos 

precises hechos por don Antonio Roe'l del Rio ••• Madrid, 1765. 

In a bruising reply, Soler pointed out the errors made by 

Rio in his criticism. Soler still contended that one 

could modulate on the organ. He insults Rio by pointing 

out that he was born in Cataluna where the beauty 0£ the 

Castillian dialect was not appreciated.3 He further 

1Hamilton, p. 232. 

2Ibid. 

3subira, p. 588. 
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writes, ••• "pero me queda el consuelo que el tener 
. . 1 

razones no es tener mucha razon." 

Juan Bautista de Bruguera was another musician 

who participated in the controversy over Soler's Llave de 

la modulacion ••• by writing Carta Apolog~tica (Ba~celona, 

1766). 2 Also participating in the controversy, Gregorio 

Diaz and J. Vila jointly wrote Di£1ogo reflexivo entre 
I Amphion y Orpheo. Soler replied to their dialogue by 

writing Carta Satisfactoria.3 

The fact that Soler's work was examined, con

tradicted, and censured so much attests his signifi

cance as an intellectual and theorist. 4 . Soler' s su·ch 

varied interests as the theater, solving musical puz

zles so popular at the time, chamber music, and teach

ing provided him many contacts outside the church. He 

was known and admired throughout Europe and was consid

ered one of the outstanding musicians living during the 

second half of the .eighteenth century. 5 

Although best known for his keyboard sonatas, 

Soler was a versatile composer whose output included 

both vocal and instrumental works. He wrote a great 

1 Ibid • , p. 5 8 8 • n I am conso 1 ed that to have 
reasons is not to have reason." 

2subira, p. 588. 
3rbid. 

4Ibid. 

5Hamilton, p. 233. 
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number of villancicos, short sacred vocal pieces written 

in the secular language. Those extant are now held by 

the Biblioteca Nacional de Madrid. 

His extant instrumental works comprise the fol

lowing: six concertos for two organs; six_ quintets for 

violin, viola, cello, and organ; seventy-five works for 

organ; approxim~tely 180 keyboard sonatas; ten masses, 

sixteen responsories .and motets; fifty psalms; twenty

eight hymns; nine magnificats; twelve benedicamus; 

fourteen litanies; seventeen lamentations; twenty-one 

cc,mpositions for the officio de difuntos; and, 128 

cantigas and ·villancicos en partes sueltas.1 

Soler also composed a large amount of incidental 

music for theatrical productions. Some of the plays for 

which he wrote music are entitled as follows: Afectos 

de oido y Amor, El defensor de su Agravio, Las ordenes 

Militares; the sainete, El gene~al Deguello; en~remeses, 

El robo .QQrr ¥u9.na, La boda Desecha, and La junta de 

Medicos. 2 

His published works appear as follows in the 

sources listed below. 

1. XXVII Sonatas para Clave, London, Robert 
Birchall, n.d.; 

2. Llave de modula~i6n y_ antiguedades de la 
musica, Madrid, Ibarra, 17 2; 

1Higinio Angl;s and Joaquin P~a, Diccionario de 
la Mtisica labor (Madrid: Editorial Labor, S.A., 1954)-, 
p. 2043. 

2subira, p. 549. 
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Part.of a Regueim Mass in eight voices, Madrid, 
H. H. Eslava n1irafr, 1869 ; _ 
• • / • ,._J 

El organista liturgico Espanol, edited by . 
~ellpe Pedrell, Barcelona, 1905; 

Two intentos ~nd one fugue in Antologia de 
Or~anistas clasicos espalloles, Volume II-,-
Ma rid, 1908. . . 

6. - Several intentos, Final, and a Salve Regina 
in four voices with organ accompaniment, L. 
Villalba, n.d.; 

7. 

8. 

Seix sonates ancienes d'a~teurs espanols edited 
byJoaquin Nin, Paris, Max Eshig Co., 1925; 

Sonatas par! instrumento de Tecla, edited 
Padre Samue Rubio, Madricf;- Union Musical 
Espanola, n.d.; 

Ralph S. Hill has written about six editions of 

Soler's sonatas completed by the following editors: 

Robert Birchall, Joaquin Nin, Santiago Kastner, Samuel 
. 1 

Rubio, Leonard Duck, and Frederic Marvin. The editions 
. . 

by Leonard Duck and Frederic Marvin are not listed above. 

Biographical infonnation about these publications w~s un

obtainable. 

Of the fourteen sonatas Nin edited, twelve were 

published in 1925; two, in 1929. R.S. Hill who comments 

on the editions by Nin criticizes him for taking undue 

liberties with the works. 

The Kastner editions contain two pair of sonatas 

in the bi-partite sonata style of the C. P. E. Bach era. 

Kastner~ in his edition, cautiously refrains from recom

mending any specific keyboard medium as correct. 

1R. S. Hill, rrKeyboard Music," No~, XVI, (December, 
1958), pp. 155-57. . 
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Father Rubio's edition seems to be thoroughly 

musical. All editorial additions are clearly indicated, 

and typographical errors are few. 

The Leonard Duck edition both repeats and deletes_ 

measures, thickens harmony, transposes contrapuntal lines, 

and even alters modulations. 

Frederic Marvin's collection consisting of over 

180 sonatas, comprises a greater number pf the Soler 

Sonatas than any other edition. 

Keyboard Sonata Compositions QY Soler 

and His Contemporaries 

Sonata compositions by Soler and his contempo

raries were written during the last three quarters of the 

eighteenth century principally by Italian composers. The 

other composers lived in Spain or Portugal, and undoubtedly 

were influenced by the Italians. 

The sonata compositions .of this type and period 

have certain formal and stylistic features in common, but 

are not stereotyped to the extent that they can be specifi

cally defined. 

These works may comprise from one to five movements. 

Usually, however, they are composed of no more than two or 

three movements. The individual movements of sonatas having 

several movements are usually contrasted in tempo. No spe

cial order of alternation of slow-fast movements seems to 

predominate. Few true slow movements appear in any of these 

sonatas. Often these movements are actually stylized dances 
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such. as gigues and minuets • . 

The sonatas having a single movement are usu~lly 

composed in binary structure. Characteristically, in.the 

first section of a binary movement a modulation to a close

ly related key occurs before the return to the tonic is 

made in the second section . . 

The ~eneral stylistic features of the sonatas by 

these composers have been adequately treated under the 

second &~~ant style by William S. Newman. The complete 

discussion of the second galant style which follows is 

paraphrased from his book, The Sonata in t~e Classic Er_g_. 1 

A summary of his statements follows. 

The second galant style is characterized by long, 

continuous lines becoming fragmented in a series of rest

less, short-winded clauses marked off by half-cadences and 

rests. Composers of the second galant style use short 

trills, series of triplets in sixteenth-notes, delicate 

appoggiaturas, and syncopation. The texture usually con

sists of two voices, and is chordal. The Alberti bass 

forms the most typical chordal accompaniment. Other char

acteristic accompaniments include chordal figures, rising 

eighth-or sixteenth-note triplets or sixteenth-note quad

ruplets, broken octaves, repeated notes 1 or double notes. 

The harmonic rhythm is relatively slow. 

The cadence practice most often encountered 

- -- -------·---·---·•- ·---
1Newman, pp. 120-22. 
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creates frequent stops at an abrupt or full close intro

duced by the tonic chord in the six-four position. The 

sense of contrasting key areas is achieved by actual 

plateaus of tonality rather than by the twisting and 

turning resulting from continual drives to the cadence. 

Another trait of the second ~lant style is revealed in 

the tendency of the music to fall into two-measure units 

that unfold. extensively rather than intensively. 

Italian composers of importance who wrote key

board sonatas in the eighteenth century consist of the 

following: Domenico Scarlatti (16S5-1757), Domenico 

Alberti (1710-1740)) Guiseppi Antonio Paganelli (1710-

1762), Baldassare Galuppi. (1706-1785), and Giovanni Maria 

Placido Rutini (1723-1797). 

Domenico Scarlatti studied with his father, 

Alessandro Scarlatti , and Gasparini. In 1720 he was 

appointed maestro of the Royal Chapel in Lisbon! When 

Scarlatti's pupil , Maria Barbara of Braganza, married 

Philip of Anjou who later became Philip V of Spain 

Scarlatti followed her to Spain where he spent the rest 

of his life. 1 

Today Scarlatti is considered as one of the most 

genuine and original creators for the keyboard. Despite 

the fact that Scarlatti wrote some 500 keyboard sonatas, 

he is considered·to have had little, if an~ influence 

1Hamilton, p. 232. 
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on the course of development of the sonata. 1 The desig

nation sonata appears to have been the term preferred by 

Scarlatti for his pieces in binary form; he also uses 

such titles as Toccata, Fuga, Pastorale, Aria, Capriccio, 

Minuet, Gavotta, and Giga. In the works _of Scarlatti 

there are no sonatas that may be considered completely 

typical. 
2 

The-Scarlatti sonata is a piece in binary form, 
divided into two halves by a double bar, of which 
the -first half announces a basic tonality and then 
moves to establish the closing tonality of the 
double bar (dominant, relative major, or minort in 
a few cases the relative minor of the dominant} in 
a series of decisive cadences; and of which the 
second half departs from this tonic of the double 
bar, eventually to re-establish the basic tonic in 
a series equally decisive cadences, making use of 
the same thematic material that was used for the 
establishment of the closing tonality at the end of 
the first half.3 

Domenico Alberti was not only a composer but also 

a famed singer and harpsichordist. He studied composition 

under Lotti. Alberti's operas and keyboard sonatas were 

popular, and often perfonned by musical amateurs. The· 

fourteen extant sonatas by Alberti are written in two move

ments, usually in contrasting tempos. Both movements are 

typically set in the same key; key signatures never exceed 

three sharps or three flats. The minor mode is used only 

once. The movements range in length from forty to 100 

1Newman, p. 261. 

2Ibid. 

3Ibid., p. 252-53. 



measures. The first movements are written in common meter; 

the second movements, entitled Menuet or Giga, in triple 

meter. 1 

Paganelli, after studying with Tartini, served as 

Directeur de la Musique de Chambre de£.!. M. h Rio d'Espagne 

in Madrid. Although he probably wrote all of his keyboard 

works after settling in Madrid, they betray no Spanish in

fluence. Most of his sixty extant sonatas are composed in 

three movements. All but four sonatas are written in the 

major mode. The first movement is usually binary in struc

ture. The second movements, contrasting in style and key, 

are written in the subdominant or the minor dominant tonal 

areas. The final movement in binary structure is apt to 

be a stylized Minuet or Giga. Paganelli seems to follow 

no strict order of movements as to tempo. True slow move

ments are not found in his sonatas. 2 

Galuppi studied with his father and Lotti. He la

ter became maestro di capella at St. Marks. He wrote 

approximately ninety keyboard sonatas. Eighty per-cent 

of the sonatas consist of works in two or three movements. 

The other ·sonatas vary in the number of movements from 

one to five. Fast to moderate tempo markings appear in 

two-thirds of the movements, but no order of tempo alter

nation between movements is obvious. The shorter movements 

iNewman, p. 179-80. 

2Ibid., pp. 188-90. 
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are set forth in binary structure~ the longer of these 

movements have well-prepared and well-spaced returns to 

the · initial idea. 1 

Rutini studied at Naples ~tlth Fago and Leo. He 

was best known for his keyboard sonatas and operas. Of 

the eighty-eight published sonatas by Rutini fifty-per

cent are composed in two movements; forty-percent, in 

three movements; and five-percent, in four movements. 

The tempos indicated are usually moderate or fast. Styl

ized gigues and minuets serve as the final movement~ 

Rutini rarely used key signatures exceeding four sharps 

or four flats, and only six of the sonatas are composed 

in the minor mode. 2 

In Portugal the most important keyboard composer 

in the eighteenth - century was Carlos de Seixas {1704-

1742.). He held the position of organist at the Royal 

Chapel in Lisbon. Seixas left 150 keyboard pieces in

cluding some ninety sonatas and sixty separate minuets. 

He used the titles Tocata and Sonata without differ

entiation. More than half of the sonatas are ordered 

in the two-movement plan of Allegro followed by Minuet. 

Less than one-third are written in one movement; the rest, 

in two, three, or four movements. There are about twelve 

genuine adagio movements in which the minor mode is fa-

- --·-----·-----·---------~ ----~ 
libid .. pp. 193-94. 
2Ibid., pp. 208-09. 
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vored. As a rule Seixas concentrates on the initial idea, 

making a more consistant return to the initial idea at the 

start of the second half, and restarting a large portion 

0£ the second half paralleling the first half. 1 

Three Portuguese composers who followed Seixas as 

sonata composers include Frei Jacinto, Joao de Sousa 

Carvalho, and Manuel de Santo Elias. Of -the three, Elias 

was the most progressive. He used an Alberti bass, al

though not in a singing allegro style. Carvalho's sonatas 

are neat, concise, and delicate; Jacinto's are rich in 

chromatic harmony and preludial in nature. 2 

Sonata composers active in eighteenth century 

Spain comprise the following: Antonio Soler (1729-1783), 
I 

Vicente Rodriguez (.£.e..:. 1685-1761), Freixanet (~ 1730-?), 

Padre Rafael Angl~s (~ 1731~1816), and Padre Narciso 

Casanovas (1747-1799). 

· Soler wrote approximately 180 keyboard sonatas. 

The Rubio edition, Volumes I through V contains ninety

nine sonatas.3 Eighty of these have only one movement; 

two, two movements; six, three movement~; and, eleven, 

four movements. 

The two-movement sonatas contain contrasting 

movements, { i.e., No. 60, andantino, allegro vivo; and, 

No. 79, cantabile, allegro). The three movement sonatas 

1Ibid., pp. 275-76. 
2Ibid., pp 277-78. 
3rbid. , p. 279. 
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contain rondos; the last movement is usually a fugue 

entitled Intento. In the four-movement sonatas Minuets 

and Pastorals often form the third and the fourth move

ments respectively. 

Some of the sonatas bear titles other than Sonata. 

No. 53 and No. 54 are enti~led Sonata de C~arines; No. 58, 

Sonata Rondo; No. 59, Rondo; and, No. 12, Sonata(~ la 

codorn.iz). 

The single movements are mostly written in fast 

tempos. The slowest tempo marking is found in No 16, de

signated largo andante. Soler uses binary designs with 

repeats and broad tonal outlines that usually include a 

modulation to a closely related key in the first h~lf. 

In the second half a restatement of the opening idea may 

be given,and modulations to related keys may be effected. 

Toward the end of the second half a return to the idea 

set forth in the closing portion of the first section may 

be made. A return to the initial idea after the modulation 

in the second half is rarely made by Soler. The allusion 

that such a return has occured is usually achieved by the 

strong retransition to the home key. 

Soler's ideas range from brief, crisp motives to 

lyrical arches. Sometimes Soler builds an entire sonata 

on a single idea but more often he prefers a plurality of 

ideas. The lines are built in short, separate, ornamented 

phrases over an Alberti bass or similar chordal figure in 

relatively slow harmonic rhytrun. He also uses comical 
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bits of melody in the deep supporting basses, cadential 

trills on the penultimate dominant notes, melodic appog

giaturas, and feminine endings.1 
/ 

Rodriguez, a contemporary of Scarlatti and Seixas, 

succeeded Cabanilles as organist in Valencia, in 1713. 

He was a student of Cabanilles. 
I 

Rodriguez wrote the earli-

est so-called sonata by a Spanish-born composer in a single 

movement. The binary movements, containing somewhat neutral 

idea~ show a developed sense of structure by progressing 

from one br9ad, well-defined tonal area to the next. 

Rodriguez makes use of hand-crossings with rapid leaps up 
2 

to four octaves. 
I Freixanet and Angles wrote sonatas in single binary 

movements similar in idiom to those by Soler but lighter 

in texture and content than Soler's. The rhythm of the 

sonatas suggests Spanish dance rhythms. The works gen

erally lack originality. 

Casanovas' twenty-four extant works are similar in 

texture and technical idiom to sonatas by Soler, but they 

lack the force and structural integration of ideas. In 

each half of the binary design one new folk-like idea fol-

lows another in static fashion and in peculiarly regular 

disjointed phrases. 3 
but 

1Ibid. , pp 282-84 
2Ibid., p. 279. 

3filg. ' pp .. 285-86. 



CHAPTER II 

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF FORTY 

KEYBOARD SONATAS BY 

ANTONIO SOLER 

The following discussion will deal with struc

tural features of forty of the approximately 180 sonata

type compositions composed by Antonio Soler. The selec

tion of the sonatas was suggested by Ralph S. Hill's 

comment that these forty sonatas alone give a comprehen

sive picture of Soler's contribution to the keyboard rep

ertoire.1 The sonatas in the first two volumes of Rubio's 

edition2 used in this study are taken from the following 

sources: Nos. 1 through 27, the original Birchall edition; 

Nos. 28 through 34, a pair of related manuscripts at the 

French Institute and the Escurial Monastery: arid, Nos. 

35 through 40, manuscripts at Montserrat.3 

The selected forty sonatas by Soler have many 

similar external features. The most obvious similarities 

1Hill, p. 155-57 • . 
2Antonio Soler> Sonatas para Instrumento de tecla 

ed. by Padre Samuel Rubio: (ovols.; T-radrid: Union 
1-·Iusical Espanola, n. d. ) 

3sonatas throughout the remainder of the study 
will be designated by the nurnbers given in the first two 
volumes of the Rubio edition. 

34 
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are apparent since all the works are entitled sonata; 

all are also one-movement compositions. In addition, 

each of these works is composed in binary structure, 

i.e., two sections, each with repeat marks. In twenty 

of the sonatas Section A is longer by measure count than 

Section B; in eighteen, Section!_ is shorter; and, in 

two sonatas the sections are symmetrical. Although stat

ing the number of measures per section is somewhat mean

ingless unless the tempo of the movement is considered, 

the first sections average about fifty-five measures; 

the second sectiohs are apt to be from five to ten·meas

ures longer or shorter than Section A. 

Definite preference is shown by the composer in 

the choice of mode, key, and tempo. Twenty-seven sonatas 

are written in the major mode; thirteen, in the minor 

mode. Soler was not conservative in his choice of key 

signatures. He uses key signatures having as many as 

five sharps and five flats. The specific keys favored 

above all others in the sonatas are C major and G major. 

Typical of sonatas of this period, fast tempos are fa

vored since a majority of the sonatas are set in the 

major mode. Sonatas marked allegro are most often en

countered. The remaining sonatas bear tempo markings 

ranging from largo_ andante to prestissimo. The alla -
breve meter signature is used in seventeen sonatas. The 

remaining twenty-three are set in meters such as 2/4,- 3/4, 

3/8, 6/8, and 4/4. 
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The general means of internal organization con

sists of the technique of continuing the flow of the 

works by adding phrase to phrase. A series of melodic 

ideas, usually ranging from one to eight, set forth in 

Section A are marked by strong cadences or by less def

inite punctuation created when one part begins a new idea 

while the other forms a cadence. Soler seems to try 

to avoid interrupting the continuous rhjthmic flow in 

the works by the use of such elided cadences. Since 

most of the melodic material is presented in the first 

section of the sonata, new musical material is seldom . 
introduced in the second sections. Soler may build a 

movement on a single melody. Subsequent phrases may be 

built on melodic ideas derived from previously stated 

material. They may also consist of the reiteration of 

the previously stated idea with figuration added, of the 

reiteration of motives, or even of new melodic ideas. 

In the slower movements the upper parts sometimes pre

sent more clearly-formed melodic lines. 

The rhythmic treatment tends to be somewhat 

mechanical, but passages do appear where persistent 

rhythmic patterns are abandoned. New rhythmic patterns 

may result from new melodic ideas or may occur in pas

sages leading to important cadences. Greater rhythmic 

diversity is apt to be found in the slower sonatas. 

The technique of co□position used in Section B 

differs from that of Section A. In Section B 
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melodic ideas stated in Section A are treated in var-

ious ways. Section Bis usually opened with the ini

tial idea presented in Section A. Passages which fol

low often resemble a small development section . . In the 

course of modulations throueh various keys previously 

stated musical ideas a~e presented in modified form. 

Devices such as fragmentation of melodic ideas, se

quences, and pedal points are employed in the develop

mental sections. 

A noteworthy feature usually found in Section B 

is Soler's practice of recapitulation. The melodic 

ideas set forth in the new key of Section A are usually 

restated in the tonic key at the end of Section B. 

The tonal plan of the binary structure is deter

mined by the choice of key for the close of the first 

section. In this respect, Soler's tonal organization in 

these forty sonatas rests almost entirely on relation

ships between tonic, dominant, and relative keys. 

Soler repeatedly follows certain key schemes in 

the first section of the sonatas. The ones most frequent

ly encounte_red in Section A are organized as follows: 

1. Classification I: From an initial major 

tonic a nodulation leads directly to the 

major dominant tonal area; 

2. Classification II: Fron a major tonic inter

vening tonal areas are pointed up before 

arriving at the major do~inant tonal area; 
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3. Classification III: From a minor tonic 

the modulatory passages lead either di

rectly or indirectly to the minor dominant 

tonal area; and, 

4. Classification IV: From a minor tonic the 

modulatory pa~sage leads directly or in

directly to the relative major tonal area. 

Two sonatas, No. 6 in F Major and No. 40 in G 

Major do not fit any of the above classifications. In 

No. 6 a modulatory passage leads from a major tonic in

directly to the relative minor tonal area. No. 40 is 

also unlike the other works. Section A ends in the ma

jor tonal area a minor third above the tonic key. 

In twelve sonatas placed in Classification I the 

tonal scheme in Section A consists of a modulation lead

ing directly from a major tonic key to a major dominant 

key. The.second Section, B, is typically not as tonally 

stable as the first, A. The tempo of these twelve 

sonatas is usually fast. The slowest tempo is marked 

andante; the fastest, 12restissimo. The sonatas range 

in length from 1}5 to 189 measures. The sonata number, 

key, tempo, and length of each section of these twelve 
1 

sonatas appear in Table 2. 

1under the column labelled Kez capital letters des
ignate the major mode; lowe~ case letters! the minor mode. 
Under columns labelled Section i and SectJ.on B, the arabic 
numerals indicate measure numbers. 
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TABLE 2 

THE SONATAS OF CLASSIFICATION I 

Sonata Section Section 
Number Kev I'foter Tem20 A B 

3 Bb t andante 1-36 37-68 
7 C ------- 1-51 52-118 
8 G ¢ andante 1-93 94-189 
9 C ¢ presto 1-67 68-140 
12 G ~ allegro molto 1-58 59-110 
13 G L allegro soffribile 1-51 52-116 
ll1- G allegro 1-46 47-103 
29 C allegro assai 1-35 36-84 
31 G 3/8 prestissimo 1-48 49-85 
33 G 2/4 allegro 1-80 81-171 · 
35 G 3/8 -------- 1-68 69-lllt 
37 D C ------- 1-18 19-lr5 

In Section A of the sonatas in this group 

several melodic ideas are presented in the tonic key. 

Contrasting thematic material is introduced immediately 

at or following the key change. In Nos.?, 8, 9, 13, 

14, 29, 33, and 35 the contrasting material is first 

presented after the key of the dominant has been reached. 

In No. 31 contrasting material is set forth before the 

key change occurs. The number of melodic ideas ranges 

from three, appearing in No. 29, to six~ found in Nos. 7, 

9 14 and 33. 
' ' 

In Section~' the return to the tonic key is 

effected in passages moving through various keys. Soler 
.,, 

uses sequences, pivot chords often e~bellished by 

d 
. d , .... , secondary ominants, an cnanges 01 noae as a n0m1s of 

Modulating back to the tonic. Sonatas Nos. 3, 
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12, 29, 31, and 35 briefly point up closely related keys 

in the course of modulating fron the dominant key to the 

tonic in Section B. In the passage given below, the 

dominant-seventh chord of the subd.ominant of B-flat ma-ior 
"' 

is reiterated. 

Ex. 1.--Sonata, No. 3 in B-flat IIajor, meas. 47-49. 

In Nos. 7, g, 13, 33, and 37 modulations are made by the 

use of sequences moving through various keys before re

turning to the tonic key. The sequences usually appear 

at the beginning of Section 12,. Sequential patterns 

usually consist of melodic material presented over chords 

progressing either in root movenents up a fifth or root 

movements dm"n a fifth. When two chords form the har

monic pattern they progress in the root movements: up 

a fourth, do1i•m a third. 

In the course of modulating from D major to G 

major the foll01-1ing sequential passar;e in ascending 

fifth root movement appears in Section B (see Sx. 2). 
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Ex. 2.--Sonata, No. 13 in G Major, meas. 70-74. 

The following sequential passage shows a modulation 

from G major to B major crea'ted by the use of the har

monic progressions moving up a fourth, down a third. 

Ex. ).--Sonata, No.$ in C Major, meas. 99-105. 

A modulatory sequence going from G major to B major ap

pears below. The harmonic root movement progresses in 

descending fifths (see Ex. 4). 

Passages containing modulations to distantly re

lated keys usually occur in rather extended passages. 
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~x. 4.--Sonata, No. 9 in C Major, meas. 76-79. 

No. 14 is noteworthy for the keys reached in Section B. 

The tonal areas passed through in this section include 

keys related by change of mode. The following example 

presents a diagram of the tonal scheme of No. 14. 

G 
1 

Ex. 5.--Sonata, No. 14 in G Major 

D D 
20 l 47 

e 
51 

c# 
59 

E 
62 

G 

In ~11 but two sonatas, Section B opens with 

material either identical to or related to the opening 

ideas stated in Section A. No. 14 is unusual since 

Section B begins with the presentation of the melodic 

material previously set forth when the dominant key was 

reached in Section A. The melodic content, however, is 

similar only in the soprano voice. In Section B the 

pedal is omitted. The follo-r.1ing example contains the 

passage first appearing in the dominant key of Section 

A (see Ex. 6). The passage given below reveals the way 

: 11 
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Ex. 6.-~Sonata, No. 14 in G Major, meas. 19-20. 

in which the same melodic idea is presented at the be

ginning of Section B. 

Ex. ?.--Sonata, No. 14 in G Major, meas. 47-48. 

~dL'-:1L~t;----:.....p--t-'-;i;,;-f,,_.-f;i~--_ -_ --rf--_ ~+-:....0-+--~~-I=)-.+--_-_-_ __J___J_~_ 

j ~t;--j;'--r--1)'---t-------t::--+---tt---t ---+-=-----+=---+-----½-+----t-4----+---1---1---L-====i= t .,___.._ __ :r.r--;-+~~.:----: -,F~--_ ~......,,~,_!-_ -_ -n..li:.~i-:--'-_ -_ -:,,0..!i.,;.~+=--_ -_ 4--+--_...,,.~),::_.~ ---~ ,,--:ir _--~""-r.M:;:__'l'>-_-_-..11..l--'.:::-~ 

No. 35 differs from the other sonatas in the first 

classification in that completely new material i.s in

troduced at the beginning of Section B. Section A 

presents thematic material in eighth notes as opposed 

to sixteenth notes appearing in Section B. Trills in 

Section A are omitted and a pedal is used in their place. 

The following example contains the melodic material intro

duced in the first two measures of Section A (see Ex. 8). 
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Ex. 8.--Sonata, No. 35 in G Major, meas. 1-2. 

The following passage sets forth the new material used 

at the beginning ~f Section B. 

~x. 9.--Sonata, No. 35 in G Major, meas. 69-70. 

All but one of the sonatas in Classification I 

contain a recapitulation at the end of Section B. Mate

rial first appearing in the major dominant key in Section 

A is usually repeated in Section B when the major tonic 

key is re-entered. The material included in the reca

pitulation is usually identical to that presented in 

Section A. In some of the recapitulations, however, 

measures are deleted, e.g., No. 7 in C I-.fajor has one 
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measure deleted. -One sonata, No. 37 in D Major, has no 

true recapitulation. · 

Thirteen sonatas fall under Classification II: 

From a major tonic intervening tonal areas are pointed 

up before arriving at the major dominant tonal area in 

Section A. Various keys ~re also passed through in the 

· course of returning to the tonic key in Section B. In 

these thirteen works tempo markings range from largo 

andante to presto. No one key seems preferred. The 

key signatures do not exceed five flats or four sharps. 

The shortest sonata, No. 4, is 68 measures long as com

pared to the longest, No. 30, which is 230 measures long. 

The following table contains the sonata number, k~y, 

meter, tempo, and length of each section. 

TABLE 3 

THE SONATAS OF CLASSIFICATION II 

Sonata Section Section 
Number Key Meter Tempo A B 

1 Ab ¢ allegro 1-44 45-93 
2 E ¢ presto 1-49 50-89 
4 G f4 allegro 1-34 35-68 
5 F allegro 1--47 48-101 
11 Bb ' 3/4 andantino 1-63 64-119 
16 Eb t4 largo andantino 1-74 75-143 
17 Eb allegro 1-56 57-118 
22 Db ¢ cantabile andantino 1-77 78-151 
23 D 3/li, allegro 1-61 62-128 
28 C 2/4 andantino 1-67 68-137 
30 G 2/4 allegro moderate 1-104 105-230 
34 E ¢ allegro 1-74 75-139 
38 C 3/8 

__ .,. _____ 
1-78 79-152 
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In section A, of Nos. 11, 22, and 3$ contrasting 

material. is presented when the tonic of the dominant key 

is reached. Unlike the sonatas in Classification I, all 

thirteen sonatas in Classification II do not introduce 

contrasting melodic ideas coinciding with the key change 

to the dominant area in Section A. The new melodic mate

rial is sometimes intro~uced in the passages that touch 

upon other related keys before reaching the dominant key. 

In Nos. 1, 2, 17, 23, and 2$ contrasting material is pre

sented before the dominant area is reached. In Nos. 4, 

5, and 16 contrasting melodic ideas are not stated in 

the dominant tonal area. The same melodic content set 

forth in the tonic key in Section A is continued. 

No. 30 in G Major is unusual in the fact that 

Soler indicates the contrasting sections by the tempo 

markings, allegro modera to and vl vo. The vivo section 

begins in the minor d6minant key, D Minor, instead of 

in the major dominant area as in the other sonatas in 

Classification II. 

Modulations in the sonatas in Classification II 

are effected by means of sequence, over pedal points, by 

pivot chords, by change of mode, and by abrupt modula

tions mostly using key signature changes. 

In Section A of No. 1 in A Major the melodic 

material stated modulates to the major dominant and back 

to the tonic before reaching the major dominant key. No. 

2 in E-flat Major differs from No.l only in the choice of 
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the intervening modes; the minor dominant is touched upon 

before the major dominant key is established. The minor 

dominant key is used as an indirect means of reaching the 

major dominant area in Nos. 5 in F Major and No. 2$ in 

C Major. In No. 16 in E-flat Major the relative minor 

keys of the subdominant and dominant and the minor domi

nant key are passed through before the dominant key is 

established. No. 17 in E-flat Major contains modulations 

that carry the music through the key of F major before es

tablishing the dominant key. The major dominant key is 

reached in No. 23 in D-flat Major by use of modulatory 

sequences through various related keys. A change of mode 

to the minor tonic is effected in No. 34 in E Major before 

reaching the major dominant area. No. J$ in C Major also 

contains a change of mode to the minor tonic before the 

major dominant is reached. In No. 3$ an unusual change 

in key signature occurs; two flats are added for the sec

tion written in C minor. Other key signature changes are 

notated in Nos. 4, 11, 22, and JO. 

In Section A of No. 4 in G Major an abrupt modu

lation to F major occurs in measures 15-20. The one-sharp 

key _signature is cancelled. Later, at measure 20, the key 

signature of G major is added, and the dominant key is es

tablished. 

In Section A of No. 11 in B Major the key signa

ture is changed from five sharps to three flats at meas

ure 26 where E-flat major or its enharmonic equivalent, 
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D-sharp ~ajar is reached. The five-sharp key signature 

reappears at measure 32 where the dominant key is reached. 

The following example shows the change in key signature 

and the abrupt modulation created ~ilien the dominant 

chord of F-sharp major moves to an E-flat major chord. 

Ex. 1O.--Sonata, No. 11 in B !1ajor, 24-27. 

I -tr 

.=--=-.-,J . _J1±J 

The enharmonic tertian key relationship, B major to E

flat major (D-sharp major), is noteworthy in a work of 

this type. 

In No. 22 in D-flat major a nodulation leads 

from D-flat major to C major over a pedal point lasting 

from measures 1e to 22. The five-flat key signature is 

cancelled at measure 22, and appears aeain at neasure 

37 when the dor1inant key is attained. 

No. 30 in G I:Iajor comprises contrasting sections 

having changes in tempo markings and meter as follows: 

alleg!:Q_ mod.erato, 2/4, meas. l-h7; vivo, 6/8, meas. 

48-125. The key sienature of one sharp that appears 

at the sections marked alle0ro noderato is cancelled in 
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the sections marked vivo. Section A includes the pass

age marked allegro moderate containing a modulation_ to 

the dominant key, continues through the section marked 

vivo composed in D minor, and closes at measure 92 when 

the major dominant, D major, is attained. 

No. 38 in C Major has a modal change to C minor 

accompanied by a key signature change ~o two flats be

tween measures 29 and 40. The dominant key is estab

lished at measure 40. The following example illustrates 

the change of mode from C major to C minor before the 

tonal movement to the dominant of G major is initiated. 

Ex. 11.--Sonata, No. 38 in C ~~jor, meas. 26-30. 

In Section B of all but one of the sonatas in 

Classification II the melodic material consi~ts only of 

that first presented in the major tonic key in Section 

A. No. 2 in S-flat is an unusual sonata in this classi

fication for featuring new melodic ideas in Section 3. 

In No. 30 in G Major Section B begins with the 
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continuation of the material contained in the section 

marked vivo but instead of beinq stated in the maior 
-- 0 ~ 

dominant key, it is composed in the minor dominant. 

Modulations in Section Bare created in the same 

manner as in Section A, i.e., by means of sequence, 

over pedal points, by pivot chords, by modal changes, and 

by abrupt modulations mostly using key signature changes. 

In Section B of five sonatas in Classification II, 

Nos. 1, 5, 23, 2$, and 34, modulations through various 

keys are effected before the return to the tonic is made 

by means of sequences or movement over pedal points. 

Section Bin No. 1 in A Major is begun in the 

minor dominant area, and the major dominant key is reached 

by means of sequence. Beneath a pedal point in the right 

hand the deceptive harmonic movement . in the left hand 

eventually leads to the key of G Major. 

Ex. 12.--Sonata, No. 1 in A Major, 60-64. 

Another sequence follo~ing t he peda l point lea ds ba ck 

to the major tonic key. 
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Sequences in No. 5 in F Major touch upon the 

relative minor, the minor, dominant, and the major dom

inant areas before the tonic is reached. In Nos. 23, 
0 . 

2o, and 34 sequences are also used as a means of moving 

to the tonic key in Section B. In No. 23 in D-flat Via

jor sequences carry the melodic material through the re

lative minor of the dominant key before reaching the 

t,onic. No. 28 in D Major also contains a sequence modu

lating through the relative minor of the dominant, and a 

modulation leading throueh the relative minor of the sub

dominant before the tonic is re-established. In No. 34 

in E Major a passage in sequence goes through the minor 

tonic before settling on the major tonic. 

In Nos. 2, 4, 11, 16, 17, 22, 30, and 38, changes 

in key signatures occur before the return to the tonic is 

made in Section B. In Section~ the key signature of No. 

2 in E-flat Major is ·cancelled, but reappears at measure 

65 where movement over a pedal point in the right hand 

creates tonal movement through A minor, G minor, and F minor 

before re-establishing the tonic, E-flat major. 

An abrupt modulation creating a tertian key re-

lationship occurs in No. in the following 

passage moving to B-flat Major (see Ex. lJ). At meas

ure 54 another abrupt modulation leads back to the tonic 

key. 

No. 11 in B !.'rajor cor.tains an 2~brupt nodulation 

from F-sharp major to E-flat major at ~easure 67. At 
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Ex. 13.--Sonata, No. 4 in G Major, meas. 45-48. 

measure 83, F-sharp major is again established, and the 

tonic key of B major is reached by measure 93. 

In No. 16 in E-flat Major the dominant chord 

functions as a Neapolitan sixth of A major in a modu

lation to that key. At measure 87 the three-flat key 

sienature is cancelled, and a sequence over harmonic 

movement in descending fifths goes through D major and 

G major. The three-flat key signature reappears at meas

ure 96 before the sequence ends in F major. The tonic 

key is established at measure 103. 

No. 17 in E-flat major has a key signature change 

to two flats at the beginning of ·section B. At measure 

64 the two-flat key signature is cancelled, and there is 

an abrupt modulation to C major. By use of sequences 

consisting of chords moving in descending fifths a modu

lation beginning in the key of C major, goes to the dom

inant of E-flat major, and reaches the tonic key at 

measure 99. 

Section B of No. 22 in D-flat Major is started 

• 
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in the relative minor key, and a modulation through 

C minor occurs before arriving at the key of B-flat ma

jor at measure 89. A sequence is used to modulate through 

E-flat major and its relative minor. A modulation to F 

major occurs at measure 102, and the return to the tonic 

is made by measure 111. 

A section marked vivo, begun in Section A, is con

tinued at the beginning of Section Bin Sonata No. 30 in 

G Major. A change of mode also occurs at the beginning 

of Section B. The section marked allegro moderato begins 

at measure 126 along with a modal change to D major. G 

major is ·established at measure 130. At measure 160 

another section marked vivo is set in the key of G minor 

with a change in key signature to one flat. The tonic is 

reached at measure 218 by a change of mode modulation. 

The second section marked vivo in No. 30 recapitulates the 

material previously stated in the minor and major dominant 

key in the first section marked vivo. The allegro mode

rato in Section B recapitulates material previously pre~ 

sented in the dom~nant key in Section A. 

Nine sonatas are grouped under Classification III: 

From a minor tonic modulatory passages lead either di

rectly or indirectly to the minor dominant tonal area. 

Soler reflects certain neo-academisms such as en 

modo dorico in which the sonatas have the modal signature 

but are actually written in the minor mode. 1 Six of the. 

1 
Newman, p. 284. 
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sonatas in this group--No. 15 in D Minor, No. 1e in C 

J-anor, No. 25 in D T-Iinor, No. 3 2 in G !-Iinor, No. 36 in 

C Minor, and No. 39 in D TTinor--are marked en modo 

dorico. In all nine sonatas in Classification III tem

pos range from alleero to cantabile andante. The short

est sonata, No. 1~, has 94 measures; the longest, No. 

25, 14~ measures. The following table contains the so

nata number, key, meter, tempo, and length of each sec

tion of the sonatas in Classification III. 

TABLE l~ 

THE SONATAS OF CLASSIFICATION III 

Sonata Section Section 
Number . KE-y_ ?Teter Temno . 

B 1-\. 

15 d 3/8 allegretto 1-82 83-142 
18 C ¢ cantabile 1-51 52-9L1-
21 " 6/s allee;ro 1-71 72-127 c .-:: :: 

" 24 d 3/8 cantabile andante 1-120 121-222 
25 d ?/4 allegro 1-74 75-148 
26 e ~ andantino 1-55 56-120 
32 g 2/4. allegro 1-!+6 47-102 
36 C f4 allegro non tanto 1-55 56-107 
39 d ------- 1-45 46-97 

In Section i, Nos. 18 and 25 go directly to the 

minor dominant key; Nos. 15, 21, 24, 26, 32, and 39 go 

indirectly to the minor dominant key. In Nos. 15, 18, 24, 

and 25 contrasting melodic material appears in Section A be

fore the minor dominant tonal area is established; in Nos. 21, 

26, 32, 36, and 39, where the key chanee to the minor doni

nant occurs. The rn.m1ber of nelodic ideas stated in all the 
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wo~ks ranfe from four in Nos. 25 and 32 to six in Nos. 1~ 

24, and 39; 

Nos. 1$ and 25 go directly to the minor dominant 

key in Section A by means of a pivot chord modulation. 

Nos. 15, 21, 24, 26, 32, and 39 modulate through other 

related keys before reaching the minor dominant by means 

of pivot chords, changes in key signature, sequences, and 

modal changes. In Nos. 15 and 24, both in D minor, a 

change of key signature is used as a means of modulating. 

No. 15 is notated in a two-flat key signature from meas

ures 23 to 42. At measure 43 the minor dominant key is 

established by an abrupt modulation. In No. 24 a modu

lation to the relative major of the minor dominant is a

chieved by means of a pivot chord modulation. At measure 

58 the one-flat key signature is cancelled, and the minor 

dominant key is reached at measure 65. In No. 21 in C

sharp Minor, No. 26 in E Mino~ and No. 36 in C Minor modu

lations through the relative major tonal area are effected 

before the minor dominant tonic is reached. In Section 

A of No. 32 in G Minor a modulation through the relative 

minor of the subdominant occurs before the minor dominant 

area is attained. The tonal movement takes place in a 

modulatory sequence over harmonic root movement in descend

ing fifths. In No. 36 in D Minor the minor dominant is 

reached by a sequence touching upon the keys of C major 

and B-flat major. 

In Section~, all but one of the sonatas in Classi-
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fication III begin with melodic material stated in the 

initial passage of Section A. To illustrate, the fol

lowing passage appears at the beginning of Section A. 

Ex. 14.--Sonata, No. 39 in D Minor, meas. 1-4. 

Section B oegins with contrasting melodic material. 

Ex. 15.--Sonata, No. 39 in D Minor, meas. 46-48. 

Soler does not seem to favor a particular way of 

modulating regardless of whether he is writing the first 

or the second section of his binary movements. Thus, the 

modulations in the second sections of the sonatas in 

Classification III are typical of those previously dis

cussed. 
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In Section B of No. 15 in D Niner, No. 21 in C

sharp I,:inor, and No. 25 in D T-Iinor the tonic is reached 

by use of sequences. In No. 21 the relative major of C

sharp minor is reached before the return to the minor ton

ic. The rnodulatory sequences in Section B of No. 25 touch 

upon the minor subdominant before the tonic key is re

established. 

Section B in No. 18 in C ITinor, No. 2li, in D i~inor, 

No. 26 in E r.-Iinor, and No. 36 in C tiinor does not open 

in the ninor dominant key. No. lS begins in the relative 

major of the minor dominant, B-flat ~ajar, and moves back 

to the minor tonic with a modulatory seq~ence. Nos. 24 

and 26 begin in the key of the relative major. Between 

measures 140 and 160 of No. 2lr in D 1-Iinor one flat is 

added to the key signature with the key of B-flat major 

having been established a few bars before the key sig

nature change is made. At measrue 161 the second flat 

is cancelled, and the minor tonic is established. In 

No. 26 an abrupt modulation to C-sharp minor occurs at 

measure 71 together ·.-Ji th a change in key signature. A 

sequence going throl!.gh the keys of A major, A. minor, and 

G major leads back to the minor tonic key at measure ~l. 

Section B of No. 32 in G ½inor is ooened in the - . 
rela.ti ve major key of the subclor~inant. An unstable 

tonal passage follows. The modulation starting at meas-

ure 56 uses both the ~eapolitan sixth and the Italian 

sixth of A minor (see Ex. 16). A modulating sequence 
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Ex. 16.--Sonata, No. 32 in G Minor, meas. 57-60. 

is used to modulate back to the tonic key. 

In No. 36 in C minor, Section Bis initiated in 

the minor tonic key. By use of sequences modulations 

through B-flat major, E-flat major, F major, and G major 

are effected before the return to the minor tonic key is 

achieved. 

In No. 39 in D Minor, Section B, beginning in A 

minor, becomes a major at the end of the first measure. 

There is a modulation to E major at measure 53 before 

the return to the tonic key. 

In Section B the recapitulations consist of the 

restatement in the minor tonic key of material previously 

stated in the minor dominant area in Section A. 

Four sonatas are placed in Classification IV: 

From a minor tonic the modulatory passage leads directly 

or indirectly to the relative major tonal area. The 

sonatas include Nos. 10, 19, 20, and 27. In Section A ~' 
No. 20 modulates directly to the relative major key. 
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Modulations through various keys occur in Nos. 10, 19, 

and 27 before the relative major key is established. All 

four sonatas introduce contrasting material when the key 

change to the relative major occurs. The following table 

contains the sonata nur.1ber, key, meter, tempo marking, and 

length of each section of the sonatas. 

TABLE 5 

THE SONATAS OF CLASSIFICATION IV 

Sonata Section Section 
Number Key ?-Teter T er:p_o __ ·- · A B 

10 b J/lt alleero 1-77 78-15L~ 
19 C "/'1 allegro rn.oclerato 1-44 45-81 0 0 

20 
,, 

2/4 andantino 1-52 53-10/+ c··-ii 
27 e 1 allegro 1-65 66-126 

--·--

Nos. 10, 19, and 27 modulate through various keys in 

Section I::_ by use of sequence before the relative major 

key is reached. No. 19 in C IIinor modulates to F major 

following a strong cadence. A sequence completes the move 

to the relative major key. 

In Section g of all four sonatas the melodic 

material first introduced in Section A before the modu

lation to the relative □ajar takes pl~ce is also stated 

at the beginning of Section li• Ifodulations are created 

by the same processes as were used in Section A. 

In No. 19 in C Einor Section~ begins in the minor 

tonic, and a modulation through the ~inor dominant and 

major doninant is effected before the return to the minor 
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tonic is achieved. 

In Section B of No. 20 in C-sharp Minor a modu

lation leads to the major subdominant key. A sequence 

from measures 65 to 68 touches upon the relative major 

of the minor dominant and the minor subdo~inant before 

returning to the minor tonic. In No. 27 a modulation in 

Section B leads from the relative ~ajor key to its major 

doninant key and back to the relative major. E minor is 

reached at measure 89. 

As in the other sonatas in the other three classi-

fications the recapitulation consists of material that 

has been first stated in the new key, the relative major, 

in Section!• ~~en repeated in Section B, it appears in 

the minor tonic key. 

Two sonatas do not conform to the tonal scheme of 

any of the four classifications. In Son2ta No. 6 in F 

T.1ajor the nodulatory passage leads indirectly to the rel

ative minor tonal area. In Section A a modulation occurs 

fron the major tonic to the relative minor. Contrasting 

material appearing before the change to the relati~e minor 

key continues through a passage modulating to the relative 

minor. Section B contains an abrupt ~odulation to C major 

5 r:\ at measure o. At measure 66 a modulation reaches F major, 

and a change of mode leads to F minor at measure 74. Un

like the other sonatas, No. 6 ends in the minor tonic in

stead of the major tonic key. The material set forth in 

D minor in Section A is restated in F minor at the end of 
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Section B. 

Sonata !fo. 40 in G Major also does not .fit any of 

the classifications. From G major the modulatory passage 

leads directly to the major tonal area, B-flat major, a 

minor third above the tonic. In Section Ba modulation 

to B-flat major is made by a change of key signature. 

Material used in the major tonic is also continued at the 

change of key to B-flat major. In Section Ba modulation 

leads directly back to the major tonic by means of a change 

to key signature from two flats to one sharp. New melodic 

material is introduced at the beginning of Section B. 

Material stated in B-flat in Section A is restated in the 

major tonic in Section B. 

As mentioned before, Soler was very interested in 

modulation. In his treatise, Llave de Nodulacion •.• , he 

set up rules for modulation which are his basis for modu

lating ·in the keyboard sonatas. In Soler' s harmony, like 

that of his contemporaries, there is a predominance of 

-tonic, dominant,and _subdominant tonal areas leading to the 

establishment of the major and minor tonality in all keys. 

He Joes make some use of tertian relationships as in No. 

40 in G Major. Soler uses enharmonic key relations such 

as E-flat Major and D-sharp major in No. 11 in B Major, 

and changes of mode to modulate to distantly related keys 

as in No. 14 in G Major. Most of Soler's modulatory de

vices are used at the modulation to the new key in Section 

A or at the beginning of Section B. 
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Although these forty keyboard sonatas by Soler 

resemble one another sufficiently to be classified accord

ing to the key schemes prevailing in the first section of 

the binary structure, the tonal schemes used in the course 

of the sonatas are not as stereotyped as might be implied. 

In fact, much of the charm of Soler's style stems from 

his preoccupation with unexpected and abrupt tonal move

ments. 



CHAPTER III 

STYLISTIC FEATURES OF FORTY 

KEYBOARD SONATAS BY 

ANTONIO SOLER 

Antonio Soler, a hieronymite monk, priest, organ

ist, composer, and chapelmaster at the Escurial Monastery 

always resided in Spain. He devoted his life to compos

ing, teaching, studying and performing music. He, like 

most of his contemporaries, was undoubtedly influenced by 

the Italian musicians and composers who worked in Spain 

during his lifetime, notably Domenico Scarlatti. Soler 

was an adherent of the galant style so popular during 

the eighteenth century. Most of the sonatas express one 

character. There are some, however, which do not continue 

in the same mood. Great use is made of short phrases, 

frequent trills, series of triplets, and appoggiaturas. 

These forty sonatas conform in style and structure to 

similar types of compositions of the period. Since each 

sonata is written in binary structure, the tonal organ

ization of the two sections rests almost entirely on 

relationships between tonic, dominant, and related keys. 

While Soler may have revealed himself as an innovator in 

other of his works, he made no innovation in the form of 

the forty sonata-type keyboard compositions. He did 

show progress and originality in his practice of 
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modulation used within the course of the sonatas. Tonal 

outlines are varied by unexpected key contrasts. 

Soler' s having been greatly influenced by the 

Italian style predominating in eighteenth-century Spanish 
. 1 

music is evidenced in the texture of these forty sonatas. 

They are composed in a homophonic texture in which two 

voices, the bass and the soprano, predominate. One or 

two inner voices are sometimes added as harmonic filler. 

In typical keyboard style, Soler often drops or adds 

voices, varies the texture, and changes the color of so

norities. 

The harmony is seldom sustained by more than the 

two outer parts. Other voices when pr~sent provide support. 

The harmonic rhythm of the works is slow. Soler states 

the following in his Llave de la Modulacion, Chapter X, 

on modulation:. 

n ••• (All the principal movements of parts should be 
concentrated in the outer voices because) ... the 
ear hears these two parts better. rather than those 
in the middle. and in all modulation it will be 
observed that the voices in the middle, those being 
the alto and tenor, only accompany, in accordance 
with the consonance that is to be produced."2 . 

The voices move in an over all range of four to 

five octaves. Naturally the gamut of the voices fluctu

ates. Sometimes the voices are extended in range espe

cially in passages containing wide leaps, extended runs, 

1Newman, p. 120-21. 

2Kirkpatrick, p. 224. 
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octave leaps in the bass, and patterns of figuration. 

A passage from Sonata No. 7 given below contains passages 

with wide leaps played by crossing hands. 

Ex. 17--Sonata, No. 7 in C Viajor, meas. 20-22. 

At other times the nur:1ber of voices is reduced. The usual 

range, however, is covered by the diatonic motion cif the 

two voices progressing in parallel thirds. 

Ex. 18.--Sonata, No. 20 in C-sharp Minor, meas. 98-99. 

Parallel motion in the melody is most evident in 

the sonatas. It usually consists of thirds, sixths, and 

tent,nc _1l+vhough some contrary notion does prevail, it . u. ... '--' -

is not oersistently maintained. The following passage 
• 
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illustrates the way in which Soler writes in contrary 

motion. 

Ex. 19 .. --Sonata, No. 15 in D Minor, meas 16-19. 

No passages in the forty sonatas are contrapuntally con

ceived. Passages containing imitation, when encountered, · 

are brief. The voices are still composed as a melody 

supported by accompaniment rather than as voices composed 

as individual melodic lines. 

·Ex. 20. --Sonata, No. 14 in G Major, meas. 1-ll-. 

The two sections of the sonatas are composed by the 

process of adding phrase to phrase. The phrase structure 

tends to be symetrical; two-measure or four-measure phrases 
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predominate in the initial parts of the sections. Phrases 

may be added in the course of a section in the following 

ways: by literal repetition, by repetition at the octave; · 

by restatement with added notes or figuration; by reit

eration in sequences; or; by extension in passages built 

on figurations and sequences. Occasionally a segment of 

a phrase is reiterated as in No. 4 in G Major when the 

initial meas~re is later repeated in three successive meas-

ures. 

Ex. 21.--Sonata, No. 4 in G Major, meas. 21-23. 

Soler's melodic treatment is typical of the galant 

style. I'Jfelodic material presented in phrases in a. predomi

nately two-voiced texture consists primarily of two types: 

1) 

2) 

Simple melodies composed, at the most, of one 
or two motives that tend to move diatonically 
or to outline chords. 

Figuration consisting of arpeggios, broken tria
dic figures, repeated notes, broken_ octaves, 
scale passages, and changing note ftgures. 

The motives often consist of dotted-note figures 

(see Ex. 22), quarter notes followed by triplets,(see Ex. 23), 

and embellished intervals {see ·Ex. 24). 
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Ex·. 22 .--Sonata, No. 14 in G Major, meas. 1-2. 

Ex. 23.--Sonata No. 5 in F Major, meas. 1-2 • 

. , - .. ! -- t: t: t:· /':.-,: ... 

Ex. 24.--Sonata No. 20 in C-sharp Minor, meas. 1-2. 

Although the melodies built on figuration often appear 

in the initial passages of Section A {see Ex. 25), fig

uration is used more consistantly in passages extending 

phrases, in the repetition of melodies, or in phrases 

where figuration is added. 

Well-formed melodies are not often encountered in 

these sonatas. Figural motives or melodic lines based on 

figuration definitely appear more frequently than the more 

developed themes found in the true eiehteenth-century 

classical style. 
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Ex. 25.--Sonata, No. 6 in F Major, meas. 1-2. 

A greater number of rhythmic ideas are apt. to be 

found in the slower sonatas. The melodies used in the upper 

parts sometimes present more clearly fonned melodic lines. 

Ex. 26.--Sonata, No. 26 in E Minor, meas. 1-2. 

Many of the faster sonatas are based on one melodic idea 

usually consisting of arpeggio figures, changing note 

figures, or diatonic motion. 

Ex. 27.--Sonata, !~o. 29 in C Major, meas. 1-3. 

Soler tends to ezploi t persistent rhythmic patterns. 

When used, contrasting rhythms usually appear at the be

ginning of the new key, the beginning of Section~' or at 
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tq.e.cadence. 

When a new key is introduced new rhythmic patterns 

may stem from the presentation of new or contrasting me

lodic material. An example of such treatment can be seen 

in No. 8 in C t~jor. The sonata begins with eighth-note 

triadic figures. 

Ex. 28.--Sonata No. 8 in C Major, meas. 1-4. 

After the new key has been reached the general rhythmic 

pattern is completely contrasted by use of dotted thirty

second notes. 

Ex. 29.--Sonata No. 8 in C Major, meas. 40-43. 

The £aster movements, as a rule, do not have much 

rhuthmic diversity. Several sonatas marked oresto are 
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chacterized by a continuous flow of eighth notes. In 

these fast movements the little rhythmic deviation that 

appears is usually found in passages leading into cadence. 

In all of the sonata move□ents the greatest degree 

of rhythmic variety is found at the cadence. Dotted

eighth notes, thirty-second-note figures, dotted-quarter 

notes, and dotted-sixteenth notes are frequently used. 

In a few of the sonatas, Soler introduces a change 

in rhythm at the beginning of Section B. In No. 19 the 

constant sixteenth-note pattern persists throughout Section 

A. At the beginning of Section B eithth-note figures be

come predominant. 

Soler's harmonic language employs the vocabulary 

typical of the galant style in a traditional manner. He 

uses chords on all scale degrees in root position and first 

inversion with a predo~inance of tonic, dominant, and sub- . 

dominant chords. Dominant seventh chords and secondary 

dominant chords are also used very often. Soler seldom 

uses the Neapolitan sixth chord, the diminished seventh 

chord, and the non-dominant seventh chord. 

Cadences are usually formed of chords in root 

position. They are found at the end of sections, lead

ing to change of key, at the end of short phrases that 

are repeated, and at elided phrases. Cadences are usu-

, - , .... ,7·, d 1, ally stronger wnen a ne,,, Key is es0a o ..... isne I anc Wl1en the 

close of a section occurs. Half cadences, deceptive 
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cadences, and plagal_cadences are used. In Sonata 

No. 4 in G Major Soler writes a cadence formed by the 

Neapolitan sixth chord resolving to the dominant chord 

of the ne·w key. 

l;Iany times a cadence is weakened by use of con

tinuous rhythmic patterns, the persistant presentation 

of figuration, or elision of phrases. Soler's frequent 

use of sequence continues the rhythmic f.low by a feeling 

of motion avoiding strong cadences. He even adds sequence 

to sequence to continue the p·erpetual motion. In measures 

15 to 33 in No. 1 in A Major two sequential passages illus

trate the constant motion set forth by sequences. In No. 

5 in F r-.Iajor the first strong cadence does not occur un

til measure 28 of_ Section A, lasting 47 measures. In 

Section A of No. 19 in C Minor and No. 23 in D-flat Major 

a strong cadence is not set forth until the new key is 

reached. At_ strong cadences the harmonic rhythm is usu

ally slower than in previous measures. Ornamentation 

and rhythmic contrasts are other means of pointing up a 

strong cadence. The following passage illustrates the 

use of both ornamentation and rhythmic deviation to 

point up the cadence (see 30). 

According to Kirkpatrick, Soler's ornamentation 

is similar to Scarlatti's. Soler probably followed the 

ornamentation practices co~~o~ to 

defined by Kirkpatrick as follows: 11 th . . 1 •.. e princip e 

that all ornanents begin on the beat, namely that they 
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Ex. 30.--Sonata No. 33 in G Major, meas. 76-80. 

subtract their value from the note which they precede.n1 

In performance appoggiaturas displace the rhyth

mic value of the note they precede • 

. Some appoggiaturas are quite short, and no matter 
what the value of any notes they precede, or what 
the tempo, they are of uniform value. They absorb 
as little as possible of the duration of the main 
note. Yet it is understandable that they occur 
mostly only before short notes, because their pur
pose is to increase the animation and brilliance 
of the melody. 2 

Soler refers to the mordent in his treatise Llave 

de Nodulacion ••• but never explains what the term, mordiente, 

meant to him. The only ornament occuring in his examples 

that might be considered a mordiente is the short appoggia

tura. 

Some light is thrown on this by Agricola: nThe 
Italians (die Halschen) always confuse the mordent 
with the short trill or Pralltriller.3 

l · k . k Kir_ patric .. , p. 
2
Ibid. 

i 
✓ Johann Friedrich Agricola, Anleitung zur 

Singkunst. Ans den.. Italiant.?chen des I-ierrn Peter 
Franz Tosi, ... mi t .Srlaut.erun,?;en und Zusatzen von 
-T ~r-••- --~-~------=-r:;--r ... _____. ~ 1 ~Tl l ()J .,ohann .r1 rieetri_~_~J. -'.i.CI:1_G9:-~-9, \ : -2r .. 1.n; .... 1) r 1, p. . J 2.s 

• J.. , · - --- . ---ir-•--~-!-;:· · ~ ;_ ""'~ (' ~-,.. r1 )~ o. '") Cl ~ea in . , 1 .. : .. po,__. ... .1.. ~ ;~ , _ . - • ,, - · . 



Kirkpatrick further adds: 

When invariable appoggiaturas take the place of 
trills on decending notes that are not long enough 
for Pralltriller, the Italians are accustomed, 
although wrongly, to call them ·mordents.l 

The following example contains Soler's treatment of a 

mordiente. The ornamentation is not really a true mar

dent but rather an appoggiatura attached to a sixteenth

note triplet. 

· Ex. 31. --Son_§._ta, No. 28 in C Major, meas. 40. 

Scarlatti never indicates the turn except by 

writing it out in small notes. The trills are some-

times written in the following fashion: ~r or .1\1\/ . 

Soler also uses the same indications for trills. 2 

1Francesco Gasparini, L~Arnonico Pratico al 
Cimbalo, (4th ed; Venezia, 17451, pp. 62-63, also 
64-67., as cited in Kirkpatrick, p. 393. 

2Ibid., p. 378. 
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Ex. 32.--Sona ta, No. 20 in C-sharp Hinor, meas. 1. 

In the following passage a trill appears in the initial 

phrase of work. 

Ex. 33.--Sonata, No. 3 in B-flat Major, meas. 1. 

Trills are also indicated by the According 

to common performance practice of the eighteenth century, 

the trill begins ,-ri th the upper auxiliary note. 

Two, three, and four note slides are notated, 

usually written in s~all note s (s ee Ex. 34). 

Acciaccaturas, short melodic appoegiaturas that 

may be struck simultaneously with the main note, are 
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Ex. 34.--Sonata No. 25 in D Minor, meas. 24. 

also used by Soler. 

Ex. 3 5. --Sonata No. 8 in C T:Iajor, meas. 110. 

Technical devices well-suited to the keyboard 

instruments are exploited in a manner that enhances the 

sonatas. Soler often uses harmonic figures, usually 

triadic structures, that extend and retract. I'Iajor 

chords may become minor chords. Secondary dominants in 

various positions are also used. Such passages often 

resemble pedal points and 

passages (see Ex. 36). 

usually aonear in nodulatorv ... . .. 
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Ex. 36.~-Sonata, No. 6 in F Major, meas. 20-23. 

Alberti bass figures--four-note patterns in six

teenth or eighth notes that oscillate within any closed 

position of triads or seventh chords within a prevailing 
1 metric beat--are used occasionally by Soler. When used, 

the passage containing the Alberti bass lasts for only 

a few measures. 

Ex. 37.--Sonata, No. 23 in D-flat Major, meas. 43-44. 

r~ore often Soler uses figures similar to the Alberti bass 

in which each sixteenth or eighth-note figure ascends, 

decends, or leaps (see Zx. 3b). 
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Ex. 38.--Sonata, No. 28 i.n C Major, meas. 41-44. 

Octaves appear quite often as accompaniment figures. 
··, .. -

They usually appear as broken octaves presented in repe-

tition, in diatonic motion, or in leaps. When used in 

the soprano the octaves usually create figuration. The 

following example contains broken octaves in diatonic 

motion. 

Ex. 39.--Sonata, No. 4 in G Major, meas. 35-36. 

Infrequently, a part of a melody is doubled at 

the octave as in No. 1 in A I1ajor. Azain the octaves pro

gress in diatonic motion . (see Ex. hO). 
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Ex. 40.--Sonata, No. 1 in A i'-'Iajor, meas. 72-75. 

Soler often writes passages composed of wide leaps 

that must be played by having the left hand cross the 

right hand on the feyboard. Chords or figuration are 

simultaneously played by the right hand. The leaps 

sometimes range over three octaves. The static middle 

voice consists of pedal points, broken chords, arpeggio 

figures, or figures in which broken intervals are ex

tended or retracted. In some sonatas Soler reversed the 

material played by the t·wo hands. While Soler repeatedly 

uses such compositional devices as parallel thirds, 

parallel sixths, double notes, Alberti bass, octaves, 

arpeggios, and fast scale passages, he infrequently uses 

syncopation. 

Soler's skill as a composer is attested by the 

coMnositional treatment as seen in·the forty keyboard so- · 
.I. 

k 
r- 1 1 . , .... f 1 h · · . ~, natas. The wor_ s are 0.1. ten Cte 1gnl, .. u , c arrrnng, ano. · 

definitely worthy of perfornance. 
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The forty selected keyboard sonatas by Soler 

were considered as a group of works to detennine in what 

ways each individual sonata resembled the others. For 

this reason, the description of general features of the 

structure and the style of the sonatas by Soler, usually 

appearing in a chapter entitled Summary, is actually 

presented at the beginning of Chapter II and throughout 

Chapter III. 
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